
As markets will continue to be 
volatile for the balance of the 
year, focusing on rebalancing,re-
positioning and tax loss harvest-
ing will remain at the top of the 
list in regards to “W.I.N.” for 
investors. Closing out the first 
month of Q3 for July, stocks 
finished higher across the board, 
with the S&P 500 turning in its 
best month in almost two years. 
The S&P 500 leaped 9.2% higher, 
while the Dow Jones Industrial 
Average rose 6.7%, the strongest 
monthly showing for each index 
dating back to November 2020. 
Led by Mega Tech names like 
Apple & Amazon, the Nasdaq 
rocketed 12% higher for its best 
month since April 2020.

Investors have recently found 
comfort in the idea that slowing 
economic growth might 
persuade the Fed to raise rates 
at a slower clip or even force 
considering a policy pivot, as 
2023 is not too far off on the 
horizon. The fact of the matter 
that earnings season is not as 
“grim” as expected has also 
served as a catalyst. However, 
many skeptical traders I speak 
with daily are debating whether 
equities can hold on to these 
higher technical levels with 
headwinds like continued 
monetary tightening and 
troubling signals about the 
economy. This skepticism is 
revealed in the continued eleva-
tion of volatility represented in 
the CBOE’s VIX index, closing the 
month above 21.

A VIX of 16 means expectations 
for daily S&P 500 realized move-
ments, either up or down, are 1%. 
The VIX is a real-time index that 
represents the market’s expecta-
tions for the relative strength of 
near-term price changes of the 
S&P 500 Index (SPX).

Despite the all-out blitz of a start 
to Q3, the S&P 500 alongside 
other U.S. major indices are still 
significantly off their highs. The
S&P started 2022 way up at 
4766, more than 600 points, or 
600 “handles” in pit trading 
vernacular, higher.
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Earnings Season

Mega tech has led recent gains, 
with Amazon and Apple adding 
almost $200B in market value 
after blowout revenues. The 
better-than-expected earnings 
season is fueling speculation 
that our economy will weather 
the perfect storm of inflation, 
rate hikes and slowing growth. 
Forward guidance has become 
the “W.I.N.” of this earnings 
season. This was wildly apparent 
in Microsoft’s Q2 earnings 
release. After initial selling 
pressure in $MSFT upon 
earnings data release, Microsoft 
shares swiftly reversed course 
and rose 5% in extended 
trading, as the software maker 
issued an extremely upbeat 
income forecast for fiscal year 
2023, despite issuing quarterly 
results that missed on the top 

and bottom lines. Additionally, 
Energy and Health Care sectors 
have been considerable contrib-
utors to the increase in the 
earnings growth rate to close 
out the month of July and have 
been the largest contributors to 
the overall increase in earnings 
for the index since the end of 
the second quarter on June 30.

Thus far, more than half (56%) of 
S&P 500 companies have 
delivered Q2 2022 earnings 
reports. Of these companies, 
73% have beat EPS estimates, 
which is impressive against this 
global macro backdrop, but still 
below the five-year average of 
77%. Overall, companies are 
reporting earnings that are 3.1% 
above estimates, which is better 
than expected yet again,
below the five-year average of 
8.8%.

Federal Reserve

The Fed implemented a widely 
expected second consecutive 
75-basis point interest rate hike 
in its July meeting, as Chairman 
Powell seeks to fight runaway 
inflation without tipping the 
economy into recession. The 
Fed Chairman highly 
telegraphed this recent move in 
interest rates in order to overtly 
exhibit to markets that the Fed 
remains serious about combat-
ing inflation. In 2022, it has now 
delivered 4 rate hikes into the 
marketplace inside of four 

consecutive meetings of 25 bps, 
50 bps and back-to-back histor-
ic 75 bps. This has moved the 
Fed funds rate to a range 
between 2.25% and 2.5%. Chair-
man Powell dropped guidance 
on the scale of the next rate hike 
and acknowledged that “at 
some point” it will be appropri-
ate to slow the pace of increas-
es. This was an absolute touch-
down for equity investors as the 
S&P 500 surged more than 5% in 
the wake of Fed Chairman 
Powell dropping the micro-
phone.

U.S. Treasuries:

I rely upon my years of trading 
U.S. Treasuries in the Chicago 
Board of Trade (CBOT) pits to 
help better understand global 
markets and it also serves as 
heavily weighted input for my 
forward guidance specific to 
equity markets. I believe bonds 
remain the guiding light in this 
endeavor as the debt instru-
ments provide overall market 
leadership, and it is important to 
remember that the fixed incom 
markets are larger than equity 
markets on a domestic and 
global playing field. My lonely 
opinion was that after touching 
3.5% in June, the 10-year note 
would have the ability to drop 
back down under 2.75%, allow-
ing equity markets (specifically 
the Tech sector) to heal upon 
this pull-back in yields. 

The yield on the benchmark 
10-year U.S. Treasury note indeed 
fell in the month of July to close 
lower at 2.68%, the lowest yield 
investors have seen since April. 
The hecklers on Twitter have 
subsided too, for now that is.

Recession or No Recession?

The U.S. economy shrank again 
in the second quarter, the 
Bureau of Economic Analysis 
stated. GDP (Gross Domestic 
Product), a wide-ranging 
measure of economic activity, 
fell by 0.9% on an annualized 
basis from April through June. 
That negative “print” marks a key 
symbolic threshold for the most 
commonly used (yet often 
refuted) definition of a recession 
as two consecutive quarters of 
negative economic growth. This 
GDP data will be revised two 
more times and was arguably 
driven mostly by a decline in 
inventory levels. 

I believe that this negative GDP 
data was taken in stride by inves-
tors due to investors now betting 
that the Fed will have to slow 
down its hiking. Since the econo-
my has now contracted two 
quarters in a row, some econo-
mists say it is a “technical reces-
sion.” Others disagree on the 
premise that it is not yet a real 
recession because of labor 
market strength and other 
factors.

Energy Sector

The energy sector hit a multiyear 
high in June but has been down 
18% since then. Still, energy 
stocks are by far
the top-performing group this 
year, advancing 35%. Utilities is 
the second-best performing 
sector, with a near 3% gain.

Oil Names

Oil and gas stocks should contin-
ue their outperformance in light 
of the tight crude supplies and 
high inflation. Exxon (XOM) and 
Chevron (CVX) posted record 
profits during Q2, as high 
commodity prices boosted 
operations and the oil kings kept 
spending in check.%.

Mid-term Election Year After

As previously mentioned in my 
Outlook 2022, the typical year 
average is 6.8% Then there’s Q4, 
which normally rises 4.1% on 
average. But in mid-term years, 
the S&P 500 has bounced even 
harder, averaging a 6.4% 
advance. Looking back at the 
entire 85 years as we did, you 
may recall that the average 
return of the S&P 500 for the year 
after the mid-term election year 
is 15.1%.

Elon Musk

Elon Musk countersued Twitter 
to end the month of July, ratch-
eting up the fight between the 
social networking company and 
the Billionaire, all details were 
hidden from the public. It is a bit 
of a head scratcher as to why 
Musk asked the court to keep 
details of his countersuit confi-
dential, as he has been crushing 
Twitter with critical and taunting 
tweets on the very same social 
media platform that he agreed 
to buy and take private for about 
$44 billion back on April 25th, 
2022. Stay tuned. This is just 
getting warm.
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With potential peak inflation 
and peak investor pessimism in 
the rearview mirror, I remain 
cautiously optimistic as the 
current investment playing field 
should continue to reward. After 
the S&P 500 had its best July 
since 1939, Q3 has unequivocally 
kicked off with a bang with the 
benchmark index's largest 
monthly percentage gain since 
November 2020, surging 9.2%.

Equity markets found significant 
footing in the month of July as 
investor sentiment soured 
significantly in the first half of 
2022. Various market partici-
pants back in late Q2 warned 
that earnings season would 
reveal massive deterioration of 
corporate earnings and that a 
recession in the United States 
was imminent. Neither predic-
tion materialized. Estimates for 
the second half of the year, while 
slightly lower than a month ago, 
are still showing impressive 

gains, now expected to expand 
8.8% for all of 2022, according to 
Refinitiv. Stocks rallied to close 
out the month of July, assisted 
by better-than-expected 
earnings reports and a new 
perspective that the Federal 
Reserve may not be as aggres-
sive as its initial forecast when it 
comes to interest rate hikes, 
a.k.a. “less hawkish.”

In the same manner that college 
football is back this month of 
August, so is the equity market. 
("Week Zero" kicks off the season 
on Saturday, Aug. 27. Most other 
FBS programs will begin their 
season in traditional Week 1 
action the following weekend.) 
Investors still have significant 
concerns to contend with, 
including lingering inflation, 
persistent supply chain issues 
and tightening Fed policy. 
However, my lonely view back in 
mid-June that the stock market 
(shared on CNBC) had found a 

bottom for 2022, is now being 
embraced and even echoed by 
certain investors. My conviction 
was fortified after the yield on 
the 10-year note capitulated with 
a 3.49% close on June 14th.

One of my most valuable lessons 
or acronyms that I learned from 
my college football days playing 
at Notre Dame was “W.I.N.” It 
stands for “What’s Important 
Now.”

As markets will continue to be 
volatile for the balance of the 
year, focusing on rebalancing,re-
positioning and tax loss harvest-
ing will remain at the top of the 
list in regards to “W.I.N.” for 
investors. Closing out the first 
month of Q3 for July, stocks 
finished higher across the board, 
with the S&P 500 turning in its 
best month in almost two years. 
The S&P 500 leaped 9.2% higher, 
while the Dow Jones Industrial 
Average rose 6.7%, the strongest 
monthly showing for each index 
dating back to November 2020. 
Led by Mega Tech names like 
Apple & Amazon, the Nasdaq 
rocketed 12% higher for its best 
month since April 2020.

Investors have recently found 
comfort in the idea that slowing 
economic growth might 
persuade the Fed to raise rates 
at a slower clip or even force 
considering a policy pivot, as 
2023 is not too far off on the 
horizon. The fact of the matter 
that earnings season is not as 
“grim” as expected has also 
served as a catalyst. However, 
many skeptical traders I speak 
with daily are debating whether 
equities can hold on to these 
higher technical levels with 
headwinds like continued 
monetary tightening and 
troubling signals about the 
economy. This skepticism is 
revealed in the continued eleva-
tion of volatility represented in 
the CBOE’s VIX index, closing the 
month above 21.

A VIX of 16 means expectations 
for daily S&P 500 realized move-
ments, either up or down, are 1%. 
The VIX is a real-time index that 
represents the market’s expecta-
tions for the relative strength of 
near-term price changes of the 
S&P 500 Index (SPX).

Despite the all-out blitz of a start 
to Q3, the S&P 500 alongside 
other U.S. major indices are still 
significantly off their highs. The
S&P started 2022 way up at 
4766, more than 600 points, or 
600 “handles” in pit trading 
vernacular, higher.

U.S. Treasuries:

I rely upon my years of trading 
U.S. Treasuries in the Chicago 
Board of Trade (CBOT) pits to 
help better understand global 
markets and it also serves as 
heavily weighted input for my 
forward guidance specific to 
equity markets. I believe bonds 
remain the guiding light in this 
endeavor as the debt instru-
ments provide overall market 
leadership, and it is important to 
remember that the fixed incom 
markets are larger than equity 
markets on a domestic and 
global playing field. My lonely 
opinion was that after touching 
3.5% in June, the 10-year note 
would have the ability to drop 
back down under 2.75%, allow-
ing equity markets (specifically 
the Tech sector) to heal upon 
this pull-back in yields. 

The yield on the benchmark 
10-year U.S. Treasury note indeed 
fell in the month of July to close 
lower at 2.68%, the lowest yield 
investors have seen since April. 
The hecklers on Twitter have 
subsided too, for now that is.

Recession or No Recession?

The U.S. economy shrank again 
in the second quarter, the 
Bureau of Economic Analysis 
stated. GDP (Gross Domestic 
Product), a wide-ranging 
measure of economic activity, 
fell by 0.9% on an annualized 
basis from April through June. 
That negative “print” marks a key 
symbolic threshold for the most 
commonly used (yet often 
refuted) definition of a recession 
as two consecutive quarters of 
negative economic growth. This 
GDP data will be revised two 
more times and was arguably 
driven mostly by a decline in 
inventory levels. 

I believe that this negative GDP 
data was taken in stride by inves-
tors due to investors now betting 
that the Fed will have to slow 
down its hiking. Since the econo-
my has now contracted two 
quarters in a row, some econo-
mists say it is a “technical reces-
sion.” Others disagree on the 
premise that it is not yet a real 
recession because of labor 
market strength and other 
factors.

Energy Sector

The energy sector hit a multiyear 
high in June but has been down 
18% since then. Still, energy 
stocks are by far
the top-performing group this 
year, advancing 35%. Utilities is 
the second-best performing 
sector, with a near 3% gain.

Oil Names

Oil and gas stocks should contin-
ue their outperformance in light 
of the tight crude supplies and 
high inflation. Exxon (XOM) and 
Chevron (CVX) posted record 
profits during Q2, as high 
commodity prices boosted 
operations and the oil kings kept 
spending in check.%.

Mid-term Election Year After

As previously mentioned in my 
Outlook 2022, the typical year 
average is 6.8% Then there’s Q4, 
which normally rises 4.1% on 
average. But in mid-term years, 
the S&P 500 has bounced even 
harder, averaging a 6.4% 
advance. Looking back at the 
entire 85 years as we did, you 
may recall that the average 
return of the S&P 500 for the year 
after the mid-term election year 
is 15.1%.

Elon Musk

Elon Musk countersued Twitter 
to end the month of July, ratch-
eting up the fight between the 
social networking company and 
the Billionaire, all details were 
hidden from the public. It is a bit 
of a head scratcher as to why 
Musk asked the court to keep 
details of his countersuit confi-
dential, as he has been crushing 
Twitter with critical and taunting 
tweets on the very same social 
media platform that he agreed 
to buy and take private for about 
$44 billion back on April 25th, 
2022. Stay tuned. This is just 
getting warm.
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Federal Reserve Balance Sheets (Millions of Dollars)

Source: Federal Reserve Bank, April 10, 2023 

US 2-Year Treasury Yield Appears to be Peaking – Rates Could Fall Near 2%

2-Year Treasury Yield with 14-Month Stochastic Showing an Overbought Reading

Source: Bloomberg, April 10, 2023



With potential peak inflation 
and peak investor pessimism in 
the rearview mirror, I remain 
cautiously optimistic as the 
current investment playing field 
should continue to reward. After 
the S&P 500 had its best July 
since 1939, Q3 has unequivocally 
kicked off with a bang with the 
benchmark index's largest 
monthly percentage gain since 
November 2020, surging 9.2%.

Equity markets found significant 
footing in the month of July as 
investor sentiment soured 
significantly in the first half of 
2022. Various market partici-
pants back in late Q2 warned 
that earnings season would 
reveal massive deterioration of 
corporate earnings and that a 
recession in the United States 
was imminent. Neither predic-
tion materialized. Estimates for 
the second half of the year, while 
slightly lower than a month ago, 
are still showing impressive 
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gains, now expected to expand 
8.8% for all of 2022, according to 
Refinitiv. Stocks rallied to close 
out the month of July, assisted 
by better-than-expected 
earnings reports and a new 
perspective that the Federal 
Reserve may not be as aggres-
sive as its initial forecast when it 
comes to interest rate hikes, 
a.k.a. “less hawkish.”

In the same manner that college 
football is back this month of 
August, so is the equity market. 
("Week Zero" kicks off the season 
on Saturday, Aug. 27. Most other 
FBS programs will begin their 
season in traditional Week 1 
action the following weekend.) 
Investors still have significant 
concerns to contend with, 
including lingering inflation, 
persistent supply chain issues 
and tightening Fed policy. 
However, my lonely view back in 
mid-June that the stock market 
(shared on CNBC) had found a 

bottom for 2022, is now being 
embraced and even echoed by 
certain investors. My conviction 
was fortified after the yield on 
the 10-year note capitulated with 
a 3.49% close on June 14th.

One of my most valuable lessons 
or acronyms that I learned from 
my college football days playing 
at Notre Dame was “W.I.N.” It 
stands for “What’s Important 
Now.”

Earnings Season

Mega tech has led recent gains, 
with Amazon and Apple adding 
almost $200B in market value 
after blowout revenues. The 
better-than-expected earnings 
season is fueling speculation 
that our economy will weather 
the perfect storm of inflation, 
rate hikes and slowing growth. 
Forward guidance has become 
the “W.I.N.” of this earnings 
season. This was wildly apparent 
in Microsoft’s Q2 earnings 
release. After initial selling 
pressure in $MSFT upon 
earnings data release, Microsoft 
shares swiftly reversed course 
and rose 5% in extended 
trading, as the software maker 
issued an extremely upbeat 
income forecast for fiscal year 
2023, despite issuing quarterly 
results that missed on the top 

and bottom lines. Additionally, 
Energy and Health Care sectors 
have been considerable contrib-
utors to the increase in the 
earnings growth rate to close 
out the month of July and have 
been the largest contributors to 
the overall increase in earnings 
for the index since the end of 
the second quarter on June 30.

Thus far, more than half (56%) of 
S&P 500 companies have 
delivered Q2 2022 earnings 
reports. Of these companies, 
73% have beat EPS estimates, 
which is impressive against this 
global macro backdrop, but still 
below the five-year average of 
77%. Overall, companies are 
reporting earnings that are 3.1% 
above estimates, which is better 
than expected yet again,
below the five-year average of 
8.8%.

Federal Reserve

The Fed implemented a widely 
expected second consecutive 
75-basis point interest rate hike 
in its July meeting, as Chairman 
Powell seeks to fight runaway 
inflation without tipping the 
economy into recession. The 
Fed Chairman highly 
telegraphed this recent move in 
interest rates in order to overtly 
exhibit to markets that the Fed 
remains serious about combat-
ing inflation. In 2022, it has now 
delivered 4 rate hikes into the 
marketplace inside of four 

consecutive meetings of 25 bps, 
50 bps and back-to-back histor-
ic 75 bps. This has moved the 
Fed funds rate to a range 
between 2.25% and 2.5%. Chair-
man Powell dropped guidance 
on the scale of the next rate hike 
and acknowledged that “at 
some point” it will be appropri-
ate to slow the pace of increas-
es. This was an absolute touch-
down for equity investors as the 
S&P 500 surged more than 5% in 
the wake of Fed Chairman 
Powell dropping the micro-
phone.

U.S. Treasuries:

I rely upon my years of trading 
U.S. Treasuries in the Chicago 
Board of Trade (CBOT) pits to 
help better understand global 
markets and it also serves as 
heavily weighted input for my 
forward guidance specific to 
equity markets. I believe bonds 
remain the guiding light in this 
endeavor as the debt instru-
ments provide overall market 
leadership, and it is important to 
remember that the fixed incom 
markets are larger than equity 
markets on a domestic and 
global playing field. My lonely 
opinion was that after touching 
3.5% in June, the 10-year note 
would have the ability to drop 
back down under 2.75%, allow-
ing equity markets (specifically 
the Tech sector) to heal upon 
this pull-back in yields. 

The yield on the benchmark 
10-year U.S. Treasury note indeed 
fell in the month of July to close 
lower at 2.68%, the lowest yield 
investors have seen since April. 
The hecklers on Twitter have 
subsided too, for now that is.

Recession or No Recession?

The U.S. economy shrank again 
in the second quarter, the 
Bureau of Economic Analysis 
stated. GDP (Gross Domestic 
Product), a wide-ranging 
measure of economic activity, 
fell by 0.9% on an annualized 
basis from April through June. 
That negative “print” marks a key 
symbolic threshold for the most 
commonly used (yet often 
refuted) definition of a recession 
as two consecutive quarters of 
negative economic growth. This 
GDP data will be revised two 
more times and was arguably 
driven mostly by a decline in 
inventory levels. 

I believe that this negative GDP 
data was taken in stride by inves-
tors due to investors now betting 
that the Fed will have to slow 
down its hiking. Since the econo-
my has now contracted two 
quarters in a row, some econo-
mists say it is a “technical reces-
sion.” Others disagree on the 
premise that it is not yet a real 
recession because of labor 
market strength and other 
factors.

Energy Sector

The energy sector hit a multiyear 
high in June but has been down 
18% since then. Still, energy 
stocks are by far
the top-performing group this 
year, advancing 35%. Utilities is 
the second-best performing 
sector, with a near 3% gain.

Oil Names

Oil and gas stocks should contin-
ue their outperformance in light 
of the tight crude supplies and 
high inflation. Exxon (XOM) and 
Chevron (CVX) posted record 
profits during Q2, as high 
commodity prices boosted 
operations and the oil kings kept 
spending in check.%.

Mid-term Election Year After

As previously mentioned in my 
Outlook 2022, the typical year 
average is 6.8% Then there’s Q4, 
which normally rises 4.1% on 
average. But in mid-term years, 
the S&P 500 has bounced even 
harder, averaging a 6.4% 
advance. Looking back at the 
entire 85 years as we did, you 
may recall that the average 
return of the S&P 500 for the year 
after the mid-term election year 
is 15.1%.

Elon Musk

Elon Musk countersued Twitter 
to end the month of July, ratch-
eting up the fight between the 
social networking company and 
the Billionaire, all details were 
hidden from the public. It is a bit 
of a head scratcher as to why 
Musk asked the court to keep 
details of his countersuit confi-
dential, as he has been crushing 
Twitter with critical and taunting 
tweets on the very same social 
media platform that he agreed 
to buy and take private for about 
$44 billion back on April 25th, 
2022. Stay tuned. This is just 
getting warm.

10-Year Treasury Yield Also Appears to be Peaking – Rates Could Fall to 2.5%

Source: Bloomberg, April 10, 2023

The Market is Still Fighting the Fed and Expects Rate Cuts in September

Source: Bloomberg, April 10, 2023



With potential peak inflation 
and peak investor pessimism in 
the rearview mirror, I remain 
cautiously optimistic as the 
current investment playing field 
should continue to reward. After 
the S&P 500 had its best July 
since 1939, Q3 has unequivocally 
kicked off with a bang with the 
benchmark index's largest 
monthly percentage gain since 
November 2020, surging 9.2%.

Equity markets found significant 
footing in the month of July as 
investor sentiment soured 
significantly in the first half of 
2022. Various market partici-
pants back in late Q2 warned 
that earnings season would 
reveal massive deterioration of 
corporate earnings and that a 
recession in the United States 
was imminent. Neither predic-
tion materialized. Estimates for 
the second half of the year, while 
slightly lower than a month ago, 
are still showing impressive 
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gains, now expected to expand 
8.8% for all of 2022, according to 
Refinitiv. Stocks rallied to close 
out the month of July, assisted 
by better-than-expected 
earnings reports and a new 
perspective that the Federal 
Reserve may not be as aggres-
sive as its initial forecast when it 
comes to interest rate hikes, 
a.k.a. “less hawkish.”

In the same manner that college 
football is back this month of 
August, so is the equity market. 
("Week Zero" kicks off the season 
on Saturday, Aug. 27. Most other 
FBS programs will begin their 
season in traditional Week 1 
action the following weekend.) 
Investors still have significant 
concerns to contend with, 
including lingering inflation, 
persistent supply chain issues 
and tightening Fed policy. 
However, my lonely view back in 
mid-June that the stock market 
(shared on CNBC) had found a 

bottom for 2022, is now being 
embraced and even echoed by 
certain investors. My conviction 
was fortified after the yield on 
the 10-year note capitulated with 
a 3.49% close on June 14th.

One of my most valuable lessons 
or acronyms that I learned from 
my college football days playing 
at Notre Dame was “W.I.N.” It 
stands for “What’s Important 
Now.”

Earnings Season

Mega tech has led recent gains, 
with Amazon and Apple adding 
almost $200B in market value 
after blowout revenues. The 
better-than-expected earnings 
season is fueling speculation 
that our economy will weather 
the perfect storm of inflation, 
rate hikes and slowing growth. 
Forward guidance has become 
the “W.I.N.” of this earnings 
season. This was wildly apparent 
in Microsoft’s Q2 earnings 
release. After initial selling 
pressure in $MSFT upon 
earnings data release, Microsoft 
shares swiftly reversed course 
and rose 5% in extended 
trading, as the software maker 
issued an extremely upbeat 
income forecast for fiscal year 
2023, despite issuing quarterly 
results that missed on the top 

and bottom lines. Additionally, 
Energy and Health Care sectors 
have been considerable contrib-
utors to the increase in the 
earnings growth rate to close 
out the month of July and have 
been the largest contributors to 
the overall increase in earnings 
for the index since the end of 
the second quarter on June 30.

Thus far, more than half (56%) of 
S&P 500 companies have 
delivered Q2 2022 earnings 
reports. Of these companies, 
73% have beat EPS estimates, 
which is impressive against this 
global macro backdrop, but still 
below the five-year average of 
77%. Overall, companies are 
reporting earnings that are 3.1% 
above estimates, which is better 
than expected yet again,
below the five-year average of 
8.8%.

Federal Reserve

The Fed implemented a widely 
expected second consecutive 
75-basis point interest rate hike 
in its July meeting, as Chairman 
Powell seeks to fight runaway 
inflation without tipping the 
economy into recession. The 
Fed Chairman highly 
telegraphed this recent move in 
interest rates in order to overtly 
exhibit to markets that the Fed 
remains serious about combat-
ing inflation. In 2022, it has now 
delivered 4 rate hikes into the 
marketplace inside of four 

consecutive meetings of 25 bps, 
50 bps and back-to-back histor-
ic 75 bps. This has moved the 
Fed funds rate to a range 
between 2.25% and 2.5%. Chair-
man Powell dropped guidance 
on the scale of the next rate hike 
and acknowledged that “at 
some point” it will be appropri-
ate to slow the pace of increas-
es. This was an absolute touch-
down for equity investors as the 
S&P 500 surged more than 5% in 
the wake of Fed Chairman 
Powell dropping the micro-
phone.

U.S. Treasuries:

I rely upon my years of trading 
U.S. Treasuries in the Chicago 
Board of Trade (CBOT) pits to 
help better understand global 
markets and it also serves as 
heavily weighted input for my 
forward guidance specific to 
equity markets. I believe bonds 
remain the guiding light in this 
endeavor as the debt instru-
ments provide overall market 
leadership, and it is important to 
remember that the fixed incom 
markets are larger than equity 
markets on a domestic and 
global playing field. My lonely 
opinion was that after touching 
3.5% in June, the 10-year note 
would have the ability to drop 
back down under 2.75%, allow-
ing equity markets (specifically 
the Tech sector) to heal upon 
this pull-back in yields. 

The yield on the benchmark 
10-year U.S. Treasury note indeed 
fell in the month of July to close 
lower at 2.68%, the lowest yield 
investors have seen since April. 
The hecklers on Twitter have 
subsided too, for now that is.

Recession or No Recession?

The U.S. economy shrank again 
in the second quarter, the 
Bureau of Economic Analysis 
stated. GDP (Gross Domestic 
Product), a wide-ranging 
measure of economic activity, 
fell by 0.9% on an annualized 
basis from April through June. 
That negative “print” marks a key 
symbolic threshold for the most 
commonly used (yet often 
refuted) definition of a recession 
as two consecutive quarters of 
negative economic growth. This 
GDP data will be revised two 
more times and was arguably 
driven mostly by a decline in 
inventory levels. 

I believe that this negative GDP 
data was taken in stride by inves-
tors due to investors now betting 
that the Fed will have to slow 
down its hiking. Since the econo-
my has now contracted two 
quarters in a row, some econo-
mists say it is a “technical reces-
sion.” Others disagree on the 
premise that it is not yet a real 
recession because of labor 
market strength and other 
factors.

Energy Sector

The energy sector hit a multiyear 
high in June but has been down 
18% since then. Still, energy 
stocks are by far
the top-performing group this 
year, advancing 35%. Utilities is 
the second-best performing 
sector, with a near 3% gain.

Oil Names

Oil and gas stocks should contin-
ue their outperformance in light 
of the tight crude supplies and 
high inflation. Exxon (XOM) and 
Chevron (CVX) posted record 
profits during Q2, as high 
commodity prices boosted 
operations and the oil kings kept 
spending in check.%.

Mid-term Election Year After

As previously mentioned in my 
Outlook 2022, the typical year 
average is 6.8% Then there’s Q4, 
which normally rises 4.1% on 
average. But in mid-term years, 
the S&P 500 has bounced even 
harder, averaging a 6.4% 
advance. Looking back at the 
entire 85 years as we did, you 
may recall that the average 
return of the S&P 500 for the year 
after the mid-term election year 
is 15.1%.

Elon Musk

Elon Musk countersued Twitter 
to end the month of July, ratch-
eting up the fight between the 
social networking company and 
the Billionaire, all details were 
hidden from the public. It is a bit 
of a head scratcher as to why 
Musk asked the court to keep 
details of his countersuit confi-
dential, as he has been crushing 
Twitter with critical and taunting 
tweets on the very same social 
media platform that he agreed 
to buy and take private for about 
$44 billion back on April 25th, 
2022. Stay tuned. This is just 
getting warm.

S&P 500 is in a Trading Range on a Monthly Buy Signal – Range 3700-4200 

The S&P 500 has remained in a trading range with a bias to the upside. Resistance range is 4100-4200 and support range is 3800-3700. The 
14-month Stochastic that we have been highlighting since last December has given a buy signal. The Nasdaq 100 has reversed a
downtrend and is also showing a 14-month Stochastic buy signal. The Russell 2000 Small-Cap Index has a weak buy signal and is range-
bound. Of course, one wouldn’t expect a buy signal given significantly higher interest rates, contracting earnings, a forward price-earnings
multiple near 18x, and a banking crisis that may or may not be resolved. However, good buying opportunities never appear amid good
news. Very simply, for investors with a 12-month outlook, we believe stock prices will be higher next April than where they are today.

S&P 500 Index with 14-Month Stochastic Buy Signal

Source: Bloomberg, April 10, 2023

Source: Bloomberg, April 10, 2023

Nasdaq 100 Reverses Downtrend and is on a 14-Month Stochastic Buy Signal 



With potential peak inflation 
and peak investor pessimism in 
the rearview mirror, I remain 
cautiously optimistic as the 
current investment playing field 
should continue to reward. After 
the S&P 500 had its best July 
since 1939, Q3 has unequivocally 
kicked off with a bang with the 
benchmark index's largest 
monthly percentage gain since 
November 2020, surging 9.2%.

Equity markets found significant 
footing in the month of July as 
investor sentiment soured 
significantly in the first half of 
2022. Various market partici-
pants back in late Q2 warned 
that earnings season would 
reveal massive deterioration of 
corporate earnings and that a 
recession in the United States 
was imminent. Neither predic-
tion materialized. Estimates for 
the second half of the year, while 
slightly lower than a month ago, 
are still showing impressive 
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gains, now expected to expand 
8.8% for all of 2022, according to 
Refinitiv. Stocks rallied to close 
out the month of July, assisted 
by better-than-expected 
earnings reports and a new 
perspective that the Federal 
Reserve may not be as aggres-
sive as its initial forecast when it 
comes to interest rate hikes, 
a.k.a. “less hawkish.”

In the same manner that college 
football is back this month of 
August, so is the equity market. 
("Week Zero" kicks off the season 
on Saturday, Aug. 27. Most other 
FBS programs will begin their 
season in traditional Week 1 
action the following weekend.) 
Investors still have significant 
concerns to contend with, 
including lingering inflation, 
persistent supply chain issues 
and tightening Fed policy. 
However, my lonely view back in 
mid-June that the stock market 
(shared on CNBC) had found a 

bottom for 2022, is now being 
embraced and even echoed by 
certain investors. My conviction 
was fortified after the yield on 
the 10-year note capitulated with 
a 3.49% close on June 14th.

One of my most valuable lessons 
or acronyms that I learned from 
my college football days playing 
at Notre Dame was “W.I.N.” It 
stands for “What’s Important 
Now.”

Earnings Season

Mega tech has led recent gains, 
with Amazon and Apple adding 
almost $200B in market value 
after blowout revenues. The 
better-than-expected earnings 
season is fueling speculation 
that our economy will weather 
the perfect storm of inflation, 
rate hikes and slowing growth. 
Forward guidance has become 
the “W.I.N.” of this earnings 
season. This was wildly apparent 
in Microsoft’s Q2 earnings 
release. After initial selling 
pressure in $MSFT upon 
earnings data release, Microsoft 
shares swiftly reversed course 
and rose 5% in extended 
trading, as the software maker 
issued an extremely upbeat 
income forecast for fiscal year 
2023, despite issuing quarterly 
results that missed on the top 

and bottom lines. Additionally, 
Energy and Health Care sectors 
have been considerable contrib-
utors to the increase in the 
earnings growth rate to close 
out the month of July and have 
been the largest contributors to 
the overall increase in earnings 
for the index since the end of 
the second quarter on June 30.

Thus far, more than half (56%) of 
S&P 500 companies have 
delivered Q2 2022 earnings 
reports. Of these companies, 
73% have beat EPS estimates, 
which is impressive against this 
global macro backdrop, but still 
below the five-year average of 
77%. Overall, companies are 
reporting earnings that are 3.1% 
above estimates, which is better 
than expected yet again,
below the five-year average of 
8.8%.

Federal Reserve

The Fed implemented a widely 
expected second consecutive 
75-basis point interest rate hike 
in its July meeting, as Chairman 
Powell seeks to fight runaway 
inflation without tipping the 
economy into recession. The 
Fed Chairman highly 
telegraphed this recent move in 
interest rates in order to overtly 
exhibit to markets that the Fed 
remains serious about combat-
ing inflation. In 2022, it has now 
delivered 4 rate hikes into the 
marketplace inside of four 

consecutive meetings of 25 bps, 
50 bps and back-to-back histor-
ic 75 bps. This has moved the 
Fed funds rate to a range 
between 2.25% and 2.5%. Chair-
man Powell dropped guidance 
on the scale of the next rate hike 
and acknowledged that “at 
some point” it will be appropri-
ate to slow the pace of increas-
es. This was an absolute touch-
down for equity investors as the 
S&P 500 surged more than 5% in 
the wake of Fed Chairman 
Powell dropping the micro-
phone.

U.S. Treasuries:

I rely upon my years of trading 
U.S. Treasuries in the Chicago 
Board of Trade (CBOT) pits to 
help better understand global 
markets and it also serves as 
heavily weighted input for my 
forward guidance specific to 
equity markets. I believe bonds 
remain the guiding light in this 
endeavor as the debt instru-
ments provide overall market 
leadership, and it is important to 
remember that the fixed incom 
markets are larger than equity 
markets on a domestic and 
global playing field. My lonely 
opinion was that after touching 
3.5% in June, the 10-year note 
would have the ability to drop 
back down under 2.75%, allow-
ing equity markets (specifically 
the Tech sector) to heal upon 
this pull-back in yields. 

The yield on the benchmark 
10-year U.S. Treasury note indeed 
fell in the month of July to close 
lower at 2.68%, the lowest yield 
investors have seen since April. 
The hecklers on Twitter have 
subsided too, for now that is.

Recession or No Recession?

The U.S. economy shrank again 
in the second quarter, the 
Bureau of Economic Analysis 
stated. GDP (Gross Domestic 
Product), a wide-ranging 
measure of economic activity, 
fell by 0.9% on an annualized 
basis from April through June. 
That negative “print” marks a key 
symbolic threshold for the most 
commonly used (yet often 
refuted) definition of a recession 
as two consecutive quarters of 
negative economic growth. This 
GDP data will be revised two 
more times and was arguably 
driven mostly by a decline in 
inventory levels. 

I believe that this negative GDP 
data was taken in stride by inves-
tors due to investors now betting 
that the Fed will have to slow 
down its hiking. Since the econo-
my has now contracted two 
quarters in a row, some econo-
mists say it is a “technical reces-
sion.” Others disagree on the 
premise that it is not yet a real 
recession because of labor 
market strength and other 
factors.

Energy Sector

The energy sector hit a multiyear 
high in June but has been down 
18% since then. Still, energy 
stocks are by far
the top-performing group this 
year, advancing 35%. Utilities is 
the second-best performing 
sector, with a near 3% gain.

Oil Names

Oil and gas stocks should contin-
ue their outperformance in light 
of the tight crude supplies and 
high inflation. Exxon (XOM) and 
Chevron (CVX) posted record 
profits during Q2, as high 
commodity prices boosted 
operations and the oil kings kept 
spending in check.%.

Mid-term Election Year After

As previously mentioned in my 
Outlook 2022, the typical year 
average is 6.8% Then there’s Q4, 
which normally rises 4.1% on 
average. But in mid-term years, 
the S&P 500 has bounced even 
harder, averaging a 6.4% 
advance. Looking back at the 
entire 85 years as we did, you 
may recall that the average 
return of the S&P 500 for the year 
after the mid-term election year 
is 15.1%.

Elon Musk

Elon Musk countersued Twitter 
to end the month of July, ratch-
eting up the fight between the 
social networking company and 
the Billionaire, all details were 
hidden from the public. It is a bit 
of a head scratcher as to why 
Musk asked the court to keep 
details of his countersuit confi-
dential, as he has been crushing 
Twitter with critical and taunting 
tweets on the very same social 
media platform that he agreed 
to buy and take private for about 
$44 billion back on April 25th, 
2022. Stay tuned. This is just 
getting warm.

Russell 2000 Small Cap Index on a Weak Monthly Buy Signal

Russell 2000 Index with 14-Monthly Stochastic

 Source: Bloomberg, April 10, 2023

Source: Bloomberg, April 10, 2023

Unimpressive Market Breadth Supports A Trading Range-Bound Market

The market rally is weak with cumulative market breadth (advancing issues minus declining issues) not particularly strong. Typically, 
at major market bottoms, market breadth is strong – showing a broad participation of stocks. The number of stocks participating in 
this rally is low, however. This will be a concern if the trend continues. For the near-term, current market breadth supports a trading 
range environment for stocks. In order to strengthen market breadth and truly improve confidence, what the market needs is for 
bank stocks to bottom and rally!  

Bloomberg Cumulative Advance-Decline Line for NYSE Stocks



With potential peak inflation 
and peak investor pessimism in 
the rearview mirror, I remain 
cautiously optimistic as the 
current investment playing field 
should continue to reward. After 
the S&P 500 had its best July 
since 1939, Q3 has unequivocally 
kicked off with a bang with the 
benchmark index's largest 
monthly percentage gain since 
November 2020, surging 9.2%.

Equity markets found significant 
footing in the month of July as 
investor sentiment soured 
significantly in the first half of 
2022. Various market partici-
pants back in late Q2 warned 
that earnings season would 
reveal massive deterioration of 
corporate earnings and that a 
recession in the United States 
was imminent. Neither predic-
tion materialized. Estimates for 
the second half of the year, while 
slightly lower than a month ago, 
are still showing impressive 
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gains, now expected to expand 
8.8% for all of 2022, according to 
Refinitiv. Stocks rallied to close 
out the month of July, assisted 
by better-than-expected 
earnings reports and a new 
perspective that the Federal 
Reserve may not be as aggres-
sive as its initial forecast when it 
comes to interest rate hikes, 
a.k.a. “less hawkish.”

In the same manner that college 
football is back this month of 
August, so is the equity market. 
("Week Zero" kicks off the season 
on Saturday, Aug. 27. Most other 
FBS programs will begin their 
season in traditional Week 1 
action the following weekend.) 
Investors still have significant 
concerns to contend with, 
including lingering inflation, 
persistent supply chain issues 
and tightening Fed policy. 
However, my lonely view back in 
mid-June that the stock market 
(shared on CNBC) had found a 

bottom for 2022, is now being 
embraced and even echoed by 
certain investors. My conviction 
was fortified after the yield on 
the 10-year note capitulated with 
a 3.49% close on June 14th.

One of my most valuable lessons 
or acronyms that I learned from 
my college football days playing 
at Notre Dame was “W.I.N.” It 
stands for “What’s Important 
Now.”

Earnings Season

Mega tech has led recent gains, 
with Amazon and Apple adding 
almost $200B in market value 
after blowout revenues. The 
better-than-expected earnings 
season is fueling speculation 
that our economy will weather 
the perfect storm of inflation, 
rate hikes and slowing growth. 
Forward guidance has become 
the “W.I.N.” of this earnings 
season. This was wildly apparent 
in Microsoft’s Q2 earnings 
release. After initial selling 
pressure in $MSFT upon 
earnings data release, Microsoft 
shares swiftly reversed course 
and rose 5% in extended 
trading, as the software maker 
issued an extremely upbeat 
income forecast for fiscal year 
2023, despite issuing quarterly 
results that missed on the top 

and bottom lines. Additionally, 
Energy and Health Care sectors 
have been considerable contrib-
utors to the increase in the 
earnings growth rate to close 
out the month of July and have 
been the largest contributors to 
the overall increase in earnings 
for the index since the end of 
the second quarter on June 30.

Thus far, more than half (56%) of 
S&P 500 companies have 
delivered Q2 2022 earnings 
reports. Of these companies, 
73% have beat EPS estimates, 
which is impressive against this 
global macro backdrop, but still 
below the five-year average of 
77%. Overall, companies are 
reporting earnings that are 3.1% 
above estimates, which is better 
than expected yet again,
below the five-year average of 
8.8%.

Federal Reserve

The Fed implemented a widely 
expected second consecutive 
75-basis point interest rate hike 
in its July meeting, as Chairman 
Powell seeks to fight runaway 
inflation without tipping the 
economy into recession. The 
Fed Chairman highly 
telegraphed this recent move in 
interest rates in order to overtly 
exhibit to markets that the Fed 
remains serious about combat-
ing inflation. In 2022, it has now 
delivered 4 rate hikes into the 
marketplace inside of four 

consecutive meetings of 25 bps, 
50 bps and back-to-back histor-
ic 75 bps. This has moved the 
Fed funds rate to a range 
between 2.25% and 2.5%. Chair-
man Powell dropped guidance 
on the scale of the next rate hike 
and acknowledged that “at 
some point” it will be appropri-
ate to slow the pace of increas-
es. This was an absolute touch-
down for equity investors as the 
S&P 500 surged more than 5% in 
the wake of Fed Chairman 
Powell dropping the micro-
phone.

U.S. Treasuries:

I rely upon my years of trading 
U.S. Treasuries in the Chicago 
Board of Trade (CBOT) pits to 
help better understand global 
markets and it also serves as 
heavily weighted input for my 
forward guidance specific to 
equity markets. I believe bonds 
remain the guiding light in this 
endeavor as the debt instru-
ments provide overall market 
leadership, and it is important to 
remember that the fixed incom 
markets are larger than equity 
markets on a domestic and 
global playing field. My lonely 
opinion was that after touching 
3.5% in June, the 10-year note 
would have the ability to drop 
back down under 2.75%, allow-
ing equity markets (specifically 
the Tech sector) to heal upon 
this pull-back in yields. 

The yield on the benchmark 
10-year U.S. Treasury note indeed 
fell in the month of July to close 
lower at 2.68%, the lowest yield 
investors have seen since April. 
The hecklers on Twitter have 
subsided too, for now that is.

Recession or No Recession?

The U.S. economy shrank again 
in the second quarter, the 
Bureau of Economic Analysis 
stated. GDP (Gross Domestic 
Product), a wide-ranging 
measure of economic activity, 
fell by 0.9% on an annualized 
basis from April through June. 
That negative “print” marks a key 
symbolic threshold for the most 
commonly used (yet often 
refuted) definition of a recession 
as two consecutive quarters of 
negative economic growth. This 
GDP data will be revised two 
more times and was arguably 
driven mostly by a decline in 
inventory levels. 

I believe that this negative GDP 
data was taken in stride by inves-
tors due to investors now betting 
that the Fed will have to slow 
down its hiking. Since the econo-
my has now contracted two 
quarters in a row, some econo-
mists say it is a “technical reces-
sion.” Others disagree on the 
premise that it is not yet a real 
recession because of labor 
market strength and other 
factors.

Energy Sector

The energy sector hit a multiyear 
high in June but has been down 
18% since then. Still, energy 
stocks are by far
the top-performing group this 
year, advancing 35%. Utilities is 
the second-best performing 
sector, with a near 3% gain.

Oil Names

Oil and gas stocks should contin-
ue their outperformance in light 
of the tight crude supplies and 
high inflation. Exxon (XOM) and 
Chevron (CVX) posted record 
profits during Q2, as high 
commodity prices boosted 
operations and the oil kings kept 
spending in check.%.

Mid-term Election Year After

As previously mentioned in my 
Outlook 2022, the typical year 
average is 6.8% Then there’s Q4, 
which normally rises 4.1% on 
average. But in mid-term years, 
the S&P 500 has bounced even 
harder, averaging a 6.4% 
advance. Looking back at the 
entire 85 years as we did, you 
may recall that the average 
return of the S&P 500 for the year 
after the mid-term election year 
is 15.1%.

Elon Musk

Elon Musk countersued Twitter 
to end the month of July, ratch-
eting up the fight between the 
social networking company and 
the Billionaire, all details were 
hidden from the public. It is a bit 
of a head scratcher as to why 
Musk asked the court to keep 
details of his countersuit confi-
dential, as he has been crushing 
Twitter with critical and taunting 
tweets on the very same social 
media platform that he agreed 
to buy and take private for about 
$44 billion back on April 25th, 
2022. Stay tuned. This is just 
getting warm.

Source: Bloomberg, April 10, 2023

US Dollar Weak – Down to Flat Trading Range 

A drop in interest rates at the short end of the yield curve has weakened the US Dollar. If rates remain weak to down, the US Dollar is 
also likely to remain weak. The 14-month Stochastic is on a sell signal and support levels for the US dollar index are near 101-100. 

US Dollar Monthly with 14-Month Stochastic on a Sell Signal

Source: Bloomberg, April 10, 2023

A Weak US Dollar is Bullish for Gold Which has an Upward Bias in a Trading Range 

Gold has been in a trading range since 2020 with support at $1935-$1900, secondary support at $1850, and resistance near the all-time 
high of $2070-$2075. A sustained breakout of the all-time high $2075 would be bullish and suggest a technical move to $2300-$2425 or 
15%-23% upside move. 

Gold Monthly Chart with 14-Month Stochastic
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With potential peak inflation 
and peak investor pessimism in 
the rearview mirror, I remain 
cautiously optimistic as the 
current investment playing field 
should continue to reward. After 
the S&P 500 had its best July 
since 1939, Q3 has unequivocally 
kicked off with a bang with the 
benchmark index's largest 
monthly percentage gain since 
November 2020, surging 9.2%.

Equity markets found significant 
footing in the month of July as 
investor sentiment soured 
significantly in the first half of 
2022. Various market partici-
pants back in late Q2 warned 
that earnings season would 
reveal massive deterioration of 
corporate earnings and that a 
recession in the United States 
was imminent. Neither predic-
tion materialized. Estimates for 
the second half of the year, while 
slightly lower than a month ago, 
are still showing impressive 

gains, now expected to expand 
8.8% for all of 2022, according to 
Refinitiv. Stocks rallied to close 
out the month of July, assisted 
by better-than-expected 
earnings reports and a new 
perspective that the Federal 
Reserve may not be as aggres-
sive as its initial forecast when it 
comes to interest rate hikes, 
a.k.a. “less hawkish.”

In the same manner that college 
football is back this month of 
August, so is the equity market. 
("Week Zero" kicks off the season 
on Saturday, Aug. 27. Most other 
FBS programs will begin their 
season in traditional Week 1 
action the following weekend.) 
Investors still have significant 
concerns to contend with, 
including lingering inflation, 
persistent supply chain issues 
and tightening Fed policy. 
However, my lonely view back in 
mid-June that the stock market 
(shared on CNBC) had found a 

bottom for 2022, is now being 
embraced and even echoed by 
certain investors. My conviction 
was fortified after the yield on 
the 10-year note capitulated with 
a 3.49% close on June 14th.

One of my most valuable lessons 
or acronyms that I learned from 
my college football days playing 
at Notre Dame was “W.I.N.” It 
stands for “What’s Important 
Now.”

As markets will continue to be 
volatile for the balance of the 
year, focusing on rebalancing,re-
positioning and tax loss harvest-
ing will remain at the top of the 
list in regards to “W.I.N.” for 
investors. Closing out the first 
month of Q3 for July, stocks 
finished higher across the board, 
with the S&P 500 turning in its 
best month in almost two years. 
The S&P 500 leaped 9.2% higher, 
while the Dow Jones Industrial 
Average rose 6.7%, the strongest 
monthly showing for each index 
dating back to November 2020. 
Led by Mega Tech names like 
Apple & Amazon, the Nasdaq 
rocketed 12% higher for its best 
month since April 2020.

Investors have recently found 
comfort in the idea that slowing 
economic growth might 
persuade the Fed to raise rates 
at a slower clip or even force 
considering a policy pivot, as 
2023 is not too far off on the 
horizon. The fact of the matter 
that earnings season is not as 
“grim” as expected has also 
served as a catalyst. However, 
many skeptical traders I speak 
with daily are debating whether 
equities can hold on to these 
higher technical levels with 
headwinds like continued 
monetary tightening and 
troubling signals about the 
economy. This skepticism is 
revealed in the continued eleva-
tion of volatility represented in 
the CBOE’s VIX index, closing the 
month above 21.

A VIX of 16 means expectations 
for daily S&P 500 realized move-
ments, either up or down, are 1%. 
The VIX is a real-time index that 
represents the market’s expecta-
tions for the relative strength of 
near-term price changes of the 
S&P 500 Index (SPX).

Despite the all-out blitz of a start 
to Q3, the S&P 500 alongside 
other U.S. major indices are still 
significantly off their highs. The
S&P started 2022 way up at 
4766, more than 600 points, or 
600 “handles” in pit trading 
vernacular, higher.

Earnings Season

Mega tech has led recent gains, 
with Amazon and Apple adding 
almost $200B in market value 
after blowout revenues. The 
better-than-expected earnings 
season is fueling speculation 
that our economy will weather 
the perfect storm of inflation, 
rate hikes and slowing growth. 
Forward guidance has become 
the “W.I.N.” of this earnings 
season. This was wildly apparent 
in Microsoft’s Q2 earnings 
release. After initial selling 
pressure in $MSFT upon 
earnings data release, Microsoft 
shares swiftly reversed course 
and rose 5% in extended 
trading, as the software maker 
issued an extremely upbeat 
income forecast for fiscal year 
2023, despite issuing quarterly 
results that missed on the top 

and bottom lines. Additionally, 
Energy and Health Care sectors 
have been considerable contrib-
utors to the increase in the 
earnings growth rate to close 
out the month of July and have 
been the largest contributors to 
the overall increase in earnings 
for the index since the end of 
the second quarter on June 30.

Thus far, more than half (56%) of 
S&P 500 companies have 
delivered Q2 2022 earnings 
reports. Of these companies, 
73% have beat EPS estimates, 
which is impressive against this 
global macro backdrop, but still 
below the five-year average of 
77%. Overall, companies are 
reporting earnings that are 3.1% 
above estimates, which is better 
than expected yet again,
below the five-year average of 
8.8%.

Federal Reserve

The Fed implemented a widely 
expected second consecutive 
75-basis point interest rate hike 
in its July meeting, as Chairman 
Powell seeks to fight runaway 
inflation without tipping the 
economy into recession. The 
Fed Chairman highly 
telegraphed this recent move in 
interest rates in order to overtly 
exhibit to markets that the Fed 
remains serious about combat-
ing inflation. In 2022, it has now 
delivered 4 rate hikes into the 
marketplace inside of four 

consecutive meetings of 25 bps, 
50 bps and back-to-back histor-
ic 75 bps. This has moved the 
Fed funds rate to a range 
between 2.25% and 2.5%. Chair-
man Powell dropped guidance 
on the scale of the next rate hike 
and acknowledged that “at 
some point” it will be appropri-
ate to slow the pace of increas-
es. This was an absolute touch-
down for equity investors as the 
S&P 500 surged more than 5% in 
the wake of Fed Chairman 
Powell dropping the micro-
phone.

U.S. Treasuries:

I rely upon my years of trading 
U.S. Treasuries in the Chicago 
Board of Trade (CBOT) pits to 
help better understand global 
markets and it also serves as 
heavily weighted input for my 
forward guidance specific to 
equity markets. I believe bonds 
remain the guiding light in this 
endeavor as the debt instru-
ments provide overall market 
leadership, and it is important to 
remember that the fixed incom 
markets are larger than equity 
markets on a domestic and 
global playing field. My lonely 
opinion was that after touching 
3.5% in June, the 10-year note 
would have the ability to drop 
back down under 2.75%, allow-
ing equity markets (specifically 
the Tech sector) to heal upon 
this pull-back in yields. 

The yield on the benchmark 
10-year U.S. Treasury note indeed 
fell in the month of July to close 
lower at 2.68%, the lowest yield 
investors have seen since April. 
The hecklers on Twitter have 
subsided too, for now that is.

Recession or No Recession?

The U.S. economy shrank again 
in the second quarter, the 
Bureau of Economic Analysis 
stated. GDP (Gross Domestic 
Product), a wide-ranging 
measure of economic activity, 
fell by 0.9% on an annualized 
basis from April through June. 
That negative “print” marks a key 
symbolic threshold for the most 
commonly used (yet often 
refuted) definition of a recession 
as two consecutive quarters of 
negative economic growth. This 
GDP data will be revised two 
more times and was arguably 
driven mostly by a decline in 
inventory levels. 

I believe that this negative GDP 
data was taken in stride by inves-
tors due to investors now betting 
that the Fed will have to slow 
down its hiking. Since the econo-
my has now contracted two 
quarters in a row, some econo-
mists say it is a “technical reces-
sion.” Others disagree on the 
premise that it is not yet a real 
recession because of labor 
market strength and other 
factors.

Energy Sector

The energy sector hit a multiyear 
high in June but has been down 
18% since then. Still, energy 
stocks are by far
the top-performing group this 
year, advancing 35%. Utilities is 
the second-best performing 
sector, with a near 3% gain.

Oil Names

Oil and gas stocks should contin-
ue their outperformance in light 
of the tight crude supplies and 
high inflation. Exxon (XOM) and 
Chevron (CVX) posted record 
profits during Q2, as high 
commodity prices boosted 
operations and the oil kings kept 
spending in check.%.

Mid-term Election Year After

As previously mentioned in my 
Outlook 2022, the typical year 
average is 6.8% Then there’s Q4, 
which normally rises 4.1% on 
average. But in mid-term years, 
the S&P 500 has bounced even 
harder, averaging a 6.4% 
advance. Looking back at the 
entire 85 years as we did, you 
may recall that the average 
return of the S&P 500 for the year 
after the mid-term election year 
is 15.1%.

Elon Musk

Elon Musk countersued Twitter 
to end the month of July, ratch-
eting up the fight between the 
social networking company and 
the Billionaire, all details were 
hidden from the public. It is a bit 
of a head scratcher as to why 
Musk asked the court to keep 
details of his countersuit confi-
dential, as he has been crushing 
Twitter with critical and taunting 
tweets on the very same social 
media platform that he agreed 
to buy and take private for about 
$44 billion back on April 25th, 
2022. Stay tuned. This is just 
getting warm.

Last 
Words

How Will April Leave Us? No Worse for the Wear

We maintain that the equity markets remain in a secular 
bull market – but the near-term risk is for stocks to 
remain volatile. And shouldn’t they? Considering the 
long parade of rate hikes, the queasy aftertaste of the 
regional banking debacle, and the notion that an actual 
recession may still be on the horizon… yes, we should 
expect volatility.

On the positive side, April has been the top month for 
returns in the Dow Jones Industrial Average historically. 
Since 1950 (according to the Stock Traders Almanac), 
April has clocked an average gain of 1.9% for the Dow. 
Why? April enjoys both the end of tax season and the 
start of 2Q earnings. While this may lead to optimistic 
sentiment, in 2023, we have the bonus of it being the 
third year of a Presidential Cycle – which traditionally 
delivers strong gains. 

Barring any financial backsliding with the banks, the 
market has enough going for it to continue its rally. We 
continue to recommend that you move your portfolios 
to be balanced between stocks and bonds, growth and 
value, and large versus small. We remain a champion of 
Quality. I encourage you to check out the Sanctuary 
Wealth Investment Council Report for our latest asset 
and sector recommendations. 
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